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DENTURE CONSENT FORM

FAILURE OF REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES

BREAKAGE

LOOSE DENTURES

ALLERGIES TO DENTURE MATERIALS

FAILURE OF SUPPORTING TEETH AND/OR SOFT TISSUES.

X
X

X

ONLY COMPLETE IF
RELEVANT TO YOUR
TREATMENT.

Consent for periodontal treatment
Periodontal treatment is a dental procedure during which the teeth are cleaned above and below
the gums. The intended benefits of the procedure includes the elimination of active periodontal
disease (also called gum disease) aiming to prevent the loss of teeth.
As with all medical procedures there are risks and potential complication which you must be
aware of before you can give your consent.
Expected complications.
∑
∑
∑

Numbness lasting a few hours.
Soreness of the gums lasting a few days.
Requirement for maintenance cleaning in the future.

Common risks and compilations.
∑
∑
∑
∑

Trauma to other parts of the mouth including teeth, gums, cheeks, tongue ect.
Some teeth will have increased sensitivity for some time after the procedure.
Inability to clean the tooth well enough to control periodontal disease.
Cosmetic changes to the gums.

Rare risks and complications
∑
∑

Trauma to tissues underneath the tooth including bone, sinus, nerves supplying other
teeth etc.
Allergic reaction to something used during the procedure.

Periodontal treatment is not successful 100% of the time even if all parts of the procedure go as
planned. Therefore some teeth that have undergone the procedure will require further
treatment or might require extraction.

Alternative options.
1. Referral to a specialist in this field ho may be able to treat the tooth better via the
use of a microscope and specialist equipment etc.
2. Treating the tooth in a different way such as extraction.
3. Refusing treatment but this will result in a high risk of further loss of gum strength
ultimately leading to loss of some teeth.

By signing below I acknowledge that this procedure has been explained to me and I have had
the time to ask questions, consider my options and am happy to proceed

Signature:

X

Date

X

ONLY
COMPLETE IF
RELEVANT TO
YOUR
TREATMENT.

CROWN AND BRIDGE CONSENT FORM
Dental crowns are restorations that cover or cap teeth, restoring them to their natural size, shape, and
colour. A crown not only helps with appearance, but can strengthen a tooth as well. A fixed (nonremovable) bridge is designed to replace teeth that have been lost.
Missing teeth may need to be replaced for appearance, or to prevent or correct bite and gum problems
related to shifting or stressed teeth.
Dental crowns and bridges are made of porcelain, and may or may not have an inner
layer of metal, while some are made of metal alone.
As with all procedures, there are certain potential problems associated with crowns and bridges. These
include, but are not limited to:
ß
The potential need for root canal therapy: The need for root canal therapy may
become apparent during a crown preparation, or after a crown is made.
ß
Dark lines at the gum line may appear on crowns or fixed bridges lined with
metal. This is the metal edge of the crown. If the gum recedes after placement,
this metal will show. Sometimes this can be corrected, other times a new crown or
bridge might be recommended.
ß
Food impaction may occur under a bridge- this may be an unavoidable condition. Meticulous
home care is required.
Crowns should usually be completed within one month. Failure to keep appointments
(resulting in wearing the temporary crown for longer) can lead to gum disease, tooth loss, or a need to
redo the crown at additional cost.
I further understand that I may be wearing temporary crowns for several weeks, which
may come off and I must be careful to ensure that they are kept on until the permanent
crowns are delivered.
I understand that sometimes it is not possible to match the colour of natural teeth exactly with
artificial teeth.
I realise the final opportunity to make changes in my new crown (cap), or bridge,
including shape, fit, size, and colour will be before permanent cementation. After
permanently cementing crowns and/or bridges, NO changes can be made.
I understand that like natural teeth, crowns and bridges need to be kept clean with proper oral hygiene
and periodic professional cleanings, otherwise decay may develop
underneath and/or around the margins of the restoration, leading to further dental
treatment and possible replacement of the crown(s) and/or bridge.
All replacements due to decay will be the patient's responsibility, however, any
breakage, cracks and fractures in the crown or bridge will be replaced at no charge to the patient.
Signature:

X

Date

X

ONLY
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Root canal treatment consent form
Please review the following consent form. You will be required to sign this form prior to the
initiation of treatment. Your signature does not commit you to any treatment.
Occasionally, medication will be prescribed by Elite Dental Care. Medications prescribed for
discomfort and/or sedation may cause drowsiness, which can be increased by the use of
alcohol or other drugs. We advise that you do not operate a motor vehicle or any hazardous
device while taking such medications. In addition, certain medications may cause allergic
reactions, such as hives or
Intestinal discomfort.
If any of these problems occur, please call 0208 346 8717 immediately. It is the patient's
responsibility to report any changes in his/her medical history to your dentist.
I understand the root canal therapy is a procedure that retains a tooth, which may otherwise
require extraction. Although root canal therapy has a good success rate, results cannot be
guaranteed. Occasionally, a tooth, which has had root canal therapy, may require retreatment,
surgery, or even extraction. Following treatment, the tooth may be brittle and subject to
fracture. A restoration (filling), crown and/or post and core will be necessary to restore the
tooth, and your dentist will perform these procedures.
During endodontic treatment, there is the possibility of instrument separation within the root
canals, perforations (extra openings), damage to bridges,
Existing fillings, crowns or porcelain veneers, missed canals, loss of tooth structure in
gaining access to canals, and fractured teeth. Also, there are times when a minor surgical
procedure may be indicated or when the tooth may not be amenable to endodontic treatment
at all.
Other treatment choices include no treatment, a waiting period for more definitive symptoms
to develop, or tooth extraction.
Risks involved in those choices might include, but are not limited to, pain, infection,
swelling, loss of teeth, and infection to other areas.
Note: All medical records will be kept strictly confidential.
Patient (Print Name) _____________________________________
Patient (Signature) _____________________________________

X

X

(If patient is under the age of 18, the signature of a parent or guardian is required.)
Date _____________________________________

X
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TOOTH REMOVAL CONSENT FORM

X

X

